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SumTotal Content Delivery Network
Visibility is the new currency of effective business management, and today’s 
organizations have the opportunity to accelerate growth and expand their talent 
with an integrated approach to managing their workforce.

The SumTotal Content Delivery Network (CDN) enables customer content to be 
delivered in a more efficient manner to end-users. The CDN solution is optimized 
to allow critical information to quickly travel between where it is stored and the 
point-of-presence (POP) closest to the end-user that requests it. The SumTotal 
CDN is connected through more than 2,000 peering relationships around the 
world to ensure the best reachability across the globe. When content reaches the 
POP closest to the requesting end-user, it is cached there for a predetermined 
period of time. This allows future requests from that region to retrieve the content 
directly from that POP thus improving performance for the end user.

Speed Deliver critical data to your employees when they need it most, 
allowing them to get their jobs done with ease and confidence.

Reliability Ensure secure transfer of data with adherence to strict security 
and technology standards, PCI compliance and regular security 
and risk reviews.

Global CDN Performance Advantage
Supervisors can easily perform scheduling management tasks for employees on their 
teams, view a graphical representation of scheduled hours and ensure just the right 
amount of labor is scheduled.

 • Improved end-user experience:  Users anywhere in the world have seamless 
access the SumTotal solutions, without delays resulting from distance or location

 • Better video and audio rich content experience:  Minimize the significant 
challenges presented by delivering video content, which is often large in size, 
globally without distributed caching

 • Mobile advantages: Clients around the globe, that might otherwise be unable to 
use the SumTotal services due to poor data transfer rates, recognize significant 
experience improvements

 • Higher uptime:  Globally distributed systems across 25 ‘Super-PoPs” around the 
world enable better uptime of services

 • Enhanced security: Delivered through a method of providing mitigating DDoS 
capabilities via a globally distributed CDN environment

273%
Faster than traditional cloud 
hosting*.

2,000+
Peering relationships around the 
globe ensure the broadest reach 
and fastest performance

CDN security solution 
architecture
Security Foundation and 
Compliance Standards
Based on the International 
Organization for Standardization 
(ISO) 27001, the SumTotal CDN 
service is purpose-built to ensure 
secure transfers. The CDN 
environment undergoes routine 
security and risk reviews on 
both physical and environmental 
controls through internal and 
certified third party auditors.

Data in Transit
At the customer’s discretion, 
all traffic communications 
between the client and 
SumTotal can be encrypted using 
HTTPS standards. SumTotal 
recommends and supports the 
use of Transport Layer Security 
(TLS) v 1.1 or higher, although 
weaker encryption protocols 
are supported.



The CDN platform provides 
support for the HTTPS protocol 
to both the SumTotal environment 
and to the end-user. Only trusted 
SSL/TLS certificates, which are 
signed by the CA root authority, 
are accepted. Private keys for 
the SSL certificates are stored 
encrypted in the CDN cloud. 
When a customer certificate 
is needed, it is decrypted in 
memory, used on behalf of the 
customer, and then flushed from 
memory, minimizing the risk for 
the certificate to be accessible in 
the clear.

Additional details on the client’s 
certificate and key requirements 
can be provided by SumTotal.

Data at Rest
When data is cached in the 
SumTotal CDN platform it is 
not encrypted at rest on the 
POP cache servers, but data is 
partitioned and isolated from other 
client data.

Although the data is not 
encrypted, caching can 
be disabled to meet any 
requirements for data to be 
encrypted at all times across the 
CDN platform.

Data Access Authorization
Access to cached data on the 
SumTotal CDN is performed 
through the validation of legitimate 
session cookies. When a user 
authenticates to the SumTotal 
application, they are given a 
session cookie that is validated 
every time a request for customer 
content is made.

Network Access Controls
CDN components are protected 
using a combination of methods 
including network firewalls, host 

SumTotal CDN in action
In a recent test, performance of the SumTotal Content Delivery Network was 
validated using a 3rd party performance testing system based on the common 
methodology outlined below.

Testing Locations

Montreal (Canada), Vancouver (Canada),
Santa Clara, California (USA), Atlanta, Georgia (USA),
Chicago, Illinois(USA), New York, New York (USA),
Dallas, Texas (USA), Seattle, Washington (USA),
Mexico City (Mexico),
Amsterdam (Netherlands), Zurich (Switzerland),
Mumbai (India), Singapore (Singapore),
Hong Kong (China), Tokyo (Japan), 

Below is a table illustrating the average response times in seconds from each of 
the specified locations along with the corresponding improvement percentage  
per location.

Geography Based Average Single User Test Response Time

Location Cloud Hosting SumTotal CDN CDN Improvement

USA 13.644 6.003 227%

Canada 14.347 6.583 218%

Asia 41.87 15.321 273%

Mexico City 17.804 10.984 162%

Europe 20.251 7.76 261%
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Methodology
Testing was performed against the SumTotal Saas Results on Demand LMS 
environment in Columbus, Ohio (USA). The following test was repeated once  
every 15 minutes from global locations (outlined in the box to the right) for a  
24-hour period. A script was executed through a Firefox browser, performing the 
following steps:

1. Logging into the system
2. Searching for a course
3. Launching a course
4. Loading the course (PDF file download)
5. Acknowledging course completion
6. Logging off

Performance Results
The following line graph compares the average results in seconds from each of the 
test locations for both traditional SumTotal Cloud Hosting and the SumTotal CDN.

based firewalls, and access 
control lists. The CDN platform 
is dynamically monitored and 
evaluated for the use of network 
and host based controls to 
optimize security and throughput.

Anti-DDoS (Layer 3/4)
The SumTotal CDN platform is 
protected against DDoS attacks 
through massive scale, leveraging 
POPs globally and widespread 
bandwidth (hundreds of Giga bits 
per second) available to absorb 
and distribute attack locations 
with the use of IP Anycast.

Additionally, when the CDN 
platform detects a network layer 
DDoS attack automatic rate-
limiting is performed at the edge. 
Only at this point is traffic blocking 
implemented to reduce the risk of 
dropping non-malicious packets 
(i.e. legitimate customer traffic).

Geographic Filtering
The CDN platform allows 
customers to prevent access to 
content from users in specified 
countries with a filtering feature. 
This filtering enables customers to 
secure content by directory, and 
can be used to allow or   
deny access to content based 
on the requesting end-user’s 
geographic location.

Solution videos 
SumTotal Learn: Maestro

SumTotal Learn: Enterprise

SumTotal Talent Expansion

SumTotal elixHR Platform
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http://talent.sumtotalsystems.com/WebRes-Maestro-Demo-Video-RF_1113.html?source=SEARCH_DEMO_LM_Maestro_1113&pi=LM%20-%20LMS
http://talent.sumtotalsystems.com/WebRes-Learning-Demo-Video-RF_1113.html?source=SEARCH_DEMO_LM_Learn_1113&pi=LM%20-%20LMS
http://talent.sumtotalsystems.com/WebRes-Talent-Demo-Video-RF_1113.html?source=SEARCH_DEMO_TM_Talent_1113&pi=TM%20-%20Complete%20TM
http://talent.sumtotalsystems.com/WebRes-elixHR-Demo-Video-RF_1113.html?source=SEARCH_DEMO_TM_elixHR_1113&pi=TM%20-%20Complete%20TM

